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Outline for this session:
1) introduction to the meaning of asymmetry

2) basic facts which need explanation

3) clinical significance of asymmetry

4) history of the field and classical studies

5) in depth: the asymmetric gene pathway

6) midline

7) physiological early mechanisms

8) major open issues

9) what’s next?

Main points: 
logic of addressing developmental questions,      techniques,

evolutionary comparison of LR mechanisms





Left-right asymmetry is defined as a consistent difference in 
reflection across midline axis (not developmental noise).



Human Laterality



Some basic facts about normal human asymmetry:

1) Heart, brain, viscera are consistently asymmetric in all normal individuals.

2) Human language is in left hemisphere, 90% right-handed preference (mice have random paw
     preference, great apes and parrots can approach >60% right-handers; primitive man
     left tools showing right-handedness as well. Likely link to evolution of language).

3) Brain asymmetry does not correlate with visceral asymmetry (people with full situs inversus
     or with primary ciliary diskinesia still language in L hemisphere, 90% right handed).

4) Immune sensitivity is higher on the left side.

5) Dermatoglyphics have consistent asymmetries (ridge-counts, etc.).

6) Left foot is larger in women, right foot larger in men.

7) Conjoined twins exhibit visceral randomization.

9) Non-conjoined twins exhibit normal viscera but conservation of chirality in bookending -
     opposite sidedness of hair whorl, unilateral eye/tooth defects, etc.



Ways Asymmetry can go Wrong

Keep in mind difference between an individual’s phenotype and phenotype of population resulting from some condition!



1) Primary laterality syndromes - situs inversus
     totalis, heterotaxia, isomerism affect about >1
     in 8,000 babies born to term.   Situs inversus
     totalis has no serious medical problems. Others do.

2) Laterality defects accompany some other
     syndromes (holoprosencephaly, short-rib
     polydactily and renal-hepatic-pancreatic
     dysplasia syndromes).

3) Some syndromes have a unilateral presentation
     in tissues which normally have no
     asymmetric characteristics (e.g., cleft lip,
     and Holt-Oram syndrome, which
     results in left-sided upper limb
     malformations).

4) Reversed cerebral asymmetry is associated with
    breast cancer.

5) In hermaphrodites with only 1 cell line, ovaries
    are on the left and testes are on the right.

Clinical applications of LR asymmetry:



Laterality presents us with several profound mysteries in basic biology:



Theoretical candidates for mechanisms to align LR axis:



State of the field before molecular markers (< mid-1990’s):



Progress of the LR Asymmetry field over the last century
This field is unique in that very little had been known before 1990

Year



Gene Species Product/Role Reference

GDF-1 Mouse TGF!"!family signaling

molecule

(Rankin et al., 2000)

Lrd Mouse Dynein (Supp et al., 1997; Supp et al.,
1999)

DNAH5 Human Dynein (Ibanez-Tallon et al., 2002;
Olbrich et al., 2002)

PCKD-2 Mouse Polycistin-2 ion channel (Pennekamp et al., 2002)

ZIC3 Human,
mouse, frog

Zinc-finger protein (Gebbia et al., 1997; Kitaguchi et
al., 2000; Purandare et al., 2002)

EGF-CFC Mice, fish Extracellular receptor (Yan et al., 1999a)

Furin Mice Proprotein convertase (Roebroek et al., 1998; Constam
and Robertson, 2000)

Brachyury Mice Transcription factor (King et al., 1998)

Ednrb Mice Piebald deletion complex (Welsh and O'Brien, 2000)

Rotatin Mice Transmembrane protein (Faisst et al., 2002)

PDI-P5 Zebrafish Protein disulfide isomerase (Hoshijima et al., 2002)

Pol!# Mouse DNA polymerase (Kobayashi et al., 2002)

PA26 Human Sestrin-family (Peeters et al., 2003)

Cryptic Mouse,
human,

zebrafish

EGF-CFC gene (Gaio et al., 1999; Yan et al.,
1999b; Bamford et al., 2000)

Table 2: genes involved in LR asymmetry but not asymmetrically expressed
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Campione et al., 2001
Muller et al., 2003

What do we know about the last phase (organogenesis)?

Differential cues on L vs. R sides give rise to asymmetric organs via
different migration, proliferation, and tensile forces

How might asymmetric morphogenesis be achieved?



Characterization of the Asymmetric Gene Pathway
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What hypothesis might you formulate?
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Gain-of-function experiment to test induction and importance for organ situs

(retroviral misexpression)



Necessity: is Shh needed for left-sided Nodal expression?

(use activin as a way of shutting off Shh on the left)



So, having developed the pathway, what would you like to know now?

This pathway

1) Raises issue of midline barrier
2) Explains situs inversions in 

conjoined twins



Main focus of rest of the talk:   early steps

1) Illustrate some unusual approaches in developmental biology involving molecular biology
physiology, biophysics, pharmacology, etc.

2) In-depth discussion of some specific mechanisms and their evolutionary implications

3) Possibly the most interesting part of the pathway

For earliest steps, different emphasis:   think
    - epigenetic factors, in addition to transcriptional regulatory networks
    - biophysical parameters, not only secreted messengers/receptors



Chiral molecule provides direction; asymmetric gene expression needs global position.
Are LR decisions local, or do L and R side need to talk? How might this be tested?



Later   - barrier, separate
                compartments

Earlier - long-range
communication?



Developmental Biology, 203(1): 90-105 ;    Development, 126: 4703-4714

Gap junctions mediate long-range LR signals in 2 species
Data: in chick and frog, a circumferential path of GJC around a zone of isolation is required
          for normal LR asymmetry.  Why?

One model:



What would you want to know now?
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Key point:          epigenetic mechanisms, biophysics

How to test this model?



Endogenous electric fields and gradients have been implicated
in embryonic development, regeneration, and cancer.



Ion flows as a general cellular control parameter



Purpose:

1) is ion flux involved in LR 
     asymmetry?
2) which genes are implicated in 
     this mechanism?

What are the problems/benefits
           of this approach?

Loss-of-function pharmacological
screen:



Interpreting heterotaxia %:

1) 87% is maximum, when all three organs are fully randomized
2) all drug doses were low, to escape confounding AP/DV effects
3) control incidence of laterality defects (background) is very low
4) statistical analysis of large number of embryos

Drug experiments cannot prove the involvement of any gene target
but they can be used to quickly focus attention on promising

candidates for subsequent expensive and time-consuming
molecular approaches. This strategy is useful for many other
developmental mechanisms, as long as you have a good assay

and molecular pharmacology that is hierarchical.



Are ion transporters important in LR asymmetry?



Cell, 2002, 111: 77-89
Development, 2006, 133: 1657-1671





Technique: determination of membrane voltage by in vivo dye



Technique: in vivo detection of ion-specific, extracellular flux



The mRNA and protein for three of the four targets implicated in drug
screen reveal asymmetric localizations by the 4-cell stage, setting a new
lower bound on “Step 1” and suggesting novel localization mechanisms

H+/K+-ATPase:                mRNA protein

V-ATPase protein



Analyze expression/localization - does it match physiology data?



Epistasis: the V-ATPase and H+/K+-ATPase are 
upstream of left-sided Sonic and Nodal expression

Controls HK-inhibited

V-ATPase inhibited



Molecular loss-of-function experiments:

Like the inhibitor studies (which allowed a dissection of timing),
misexpression of dominant-negative constructs randomizes LR

V-ATPase

p = 2•10
-11

Pore mutants,
ER-retention signals



Gain-of-function experiments using electrogenic genes to induce ectopic ion flux

pHWhy 2 targets together? Individual contributions sum to net flux.



Summary:
- Pharmacological inhibitor screen
- W.T. construct gain-of-function
- Dominant-negative loss-of-function
- In vivo characterization of early

asymmetric voltage/ion flux
-Characterization of asymmetric

endogenous early localization of
ion channel and pump
protein/mRNA

Taken together, the data suggest 
a consistent model of ion flux
mechanisms upstream of the

asymmetric gene cascade

H+/K+-ATPase

Katp
KvLQT



Expression and function of the ion flux system is conserved
to primitive chordates and even invertebrates

Ciona H+/K+-ATPase
(Seb Shimeld)

Sea Urchin H+/K+-ATPase
(Atsuo Nishino)

Ctrl H+/K+ inhibited

Ctrl
K+ channel
inhibited

Zebrafish (Pam Yelick)



Is LR asymmetry now solved?

Unfertilized egg

19.1 41.1



Is LR asymmetry now solved?          No:

1. Because asymmetric localization of ion transporter mRNA and
    protein itself requires explanation, this mechanism is not “Step 1”
    of LR asymmetry. But, since our data constrains Step 1 to the first
    2 hours of development, it is likely that ion flux is very close
    to the initial chirality breaking event. Thus we have the process
    boxed in, and have a handle on how to proceed  upstream. My
    guess: a cytoskeletal motor leverages large-scale LR asymmetry
    by directing the asymmetric localization of ion transport proteins
    with respect to an oriented cytoskeletal structure.

2. This basic model has to be modified in the case of the chick, and
    will first require some understanding of how the AP axis is controlled
    in the chick blastoderm (it is not known how cells know in which
    direction to grow the primitive streak).

Unfertilized egg

19.1 41.1





Or, direct role
of ion flux

integrating at
the node and
feeding into

Notch cascade
(Juan-Carlos

Izpisua
Belmonte)

A grand-unified-theory of LR pattern formation



Serotonin and asymmetry

w.t. embryos: GJC inhibited:
H,K-ATPase 

inhibited:

Current Biology, 2005, 15: 794-803
Developmental Neuroscience, 
                               2005, 27:349-363



Problem 1: LR regulation at later stages

Early mechanisms:
- syndecans
- Vg-1
- ion flux
- GJC

Yet,
          Nascone and Mercola, 1997, “Organizer Induction Determines
          Left–Right Asymmetry in Xenopus, Developmental Biology, 189,
          68–78 (1997)

show that normal asymmetry is present in an ectopic axis induced after
MBT - too many cells to rely on large cleavage planes to segregate pumps.

What’s the basis of this regulative ability? Different (parallel) mechanisms,
or same mechanisms functioning later? How to test?



A big problem; but, is it possible that midline is actually set very early?!?

Bilateral gynandromorphs suggest midline is inked to 1st cleavages

vs.



Problem #2: cilia - a case study in controversy

1) Kartagener’s patients had immotile cilia and heterotaxia
2) Several mouse laterality mutants mapped to ciliary or motor protein proteins (lrd, KIF3B, etc.)
3) Experiments in cultured mice showed that exogenous flow across node could randomize
     asymmetric marker sidedness

Bisgrove and Yost, 2005

Mercola, 2003



What is the role of ciliary motion in LR asymmetry?
Is ciliary motion causal or an epiphenomenon?

Is ciliary motion the origin of asymmetry or a later step?
Is this mechanism unique to rodents or more general?

1) GJC and ion flux model has been studied in chick, Xenopus, zebrafish, Ciona, urchin; 
     functional cilia (as distinct from knockouts of motors and cilia element genes) data
     are confined to the mouse. However, there is some overlap: PCKD Ca++channel mouse 
     knockout which has a LR phenotype, and asymmetric Ca++ flux exists at mouse node.
2) Timing data suggest that GJC/ion flux operates at stages long prior to the appearance
     of cilia, suggesting that cilia cannot be “Step 1” in chick or frog embryos.
3) The cilia model predicts that node cells generate LR information intrinsically. Data
     show that LR signals move along large-scale paths; several labs have shown that in
     the chick, the node is instructed by lateral tissue with respect to LR polarity.
4) Ultrastructure data argue against ciliary motion in the chick node. Conversely, the
     rodent embryo has an atypical morphology. Rabbit embryos (flat blastodiscs) are
     a better model (more similar to human embryos and most mammals).
5) Control culture of rodent embryo destabilizes asymmetry (Fujinaga’s work in the 1990’s).
     Despite elegant recent attempts, no one has shown a causal effect by manipulating ciliary
     function directly including a “no flow” control condition.
6) Mouse LR phenotypes which have been interpreted to support the ciliary model result from
     knockouts or mutations which affect motor protein function and other targets which may
     have cytoplasmic ion transport roles. A definitive test would require a mechanical block
     of ciliary motion in the absence of motor effects, or a K.O. acting after node formation. 



Development, 2003, 130: 4847-4858

A common point between vertebrate LR asymmetry and basic 
mechanisms of cell polarity in C. elegans/Drosophila

(from Kemphues lab)

Unfertilized egg



Why do LR defects and kidney problems occur together?

Kidney cells, like many epithelia,
are highly polarized with respect
to their apical-basal axis, using
cytoskeleton and motor proteins to
localize ion transporters (and other
proteins) to specific parts of the cell.



Problem #3:

How conserved
are the LR mechanisms
upstream of Nodal
expression?

Embryonic time:

Co
m

pl
ex

ity
Are there any
evolutionary trends?

If so, what needs
to be done?



Problem #4: cryptic asymmetries

1) Hemihypertrophy syndromes - which tissues have LR information
and for how long? LR asymmetry matters far longer than just for embryogenesis.

2) Unilateral presentation of genetic syndromes, and one-sided drug effects,
affecting morphologically-symmetrical paired organs

3) Asymmetric gene expression in symmetrical organs

How might this issue be addressed?

(Golding lab)



Now what?

1) What is the 1st step of asymmetry?
- mouse: are cilia causal, are they 1st step?
- other model systems: what determines the asymmetry of ion flux?

2) What mechanisms link early steps to asymmetric gene expression?
- what is the very first asymmetric gene?
- what is the role of gap junctions, syndecans, etc. in this process?
- what is the small GJC morphogen? Serotonin?

3) How conserved are the mechanisms?
- do cilia play a role in any organism other than mice/fish?
- do GJC/ion flux/serotonin function in mammals?
- how do different early mechanisms all converge on left-sided Nodal cassette?

4) What is the nature of LR identity in symmetrical tissues?

5) What is “randomization”, and what exactly is “integration” at the node?



6) What pathway determines the chirality of hair whorls, brain laterality, and other 
     non-visceral asymmetries in human embryos?



Consider our lab for rotations, Ph.D., and post-doc work!

We have projects in:

1) Ion transporter roles in asymmetry
2) Biophysical mechanisms controlling vertebrate regeneration
3) Neurotransmitter roles in pre-neural morphogenesis
4) Non-neural mechanisms of memory and learning
5) Gap junction-mediated signals in stem cell regulation

We use model systems including:

• Chick
• Frog (Xenopus)
• Planaria (flatworm)
• Axolotl
• Zebrafish

We use approaches including:

• Molecular, cell, developmental biology
• Physiology, pharmacology, biophysics
• Computer/mathematical modeling http://www.drmichaellevin.org

mlevin@forsyth.org




